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Cosmological constant and the time of its dominance
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We explore a model in which the cosmological constantL and the density contrast at the time of recom-
bination s rec are random variables, whose range anda priori probabilities are determined by the laws of
physics.~Such models arise naturally in the framework of inflationary cosmology.! Based on the assumption
that we are typical observers, we show that the order of magnitude coincidence among the three time scales,
the time of galaxy formation, the time when the cosmological constant starts to dominate the cosmic energy
density, and the present age of the universe, finds a natural explanation. We also discuss the probability
distribution for s rec . Assuming a power lawa priori distribution }s rec

2a we find that fora.3 the most
probable values ofs rec are near the observationally suggested values, whereas fora,3 the typicals rec would
be too large. This may be used to place constraints on inflationary models~or on any alternative theory of
initial conditions!.

PACS number~s!: 98.80.Cq, 98.80.Hw
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the past year and a half two groups have prese
~independently! strong evidence that the expansion of t
universe is accelerating rather than decelerating@1#. This sur-
prising result comes from distance measurements to m
than 50 supernovas type Ia~SNe Ia! in the redshift rangez
50 to z51.2. While possible ambiguities related to evol
tion and to the nature of SNe Ia progenitors still exist@2#, the
data are consistent with the cosmological constant~or
vacuum energy! contributing to the total energy densit
about 70% of the critical density (VL.0.7).

At the same time, other methods, and measurement
the anisotropy of the cosmic microwave background, in
cate that matter alone contributes aboutVM.0.3, which
when combined with the cosmological constant sugges
flat universe@3#.

These findings raise however an extremely intrigu
question. It is difficult to understand why we happen to
living in the first and only time in cosmic history in whic
rM;rL ~whererM is the matter density, andrL the vacuum
energy density associated with the cosmological consta!.
That is, why

t0;tL , ~1!

wheret0 is the present time andtL is the time at which the
cosmological constant starts to dominate. Observers livin
t!tL would find VM'1 (VL'0), while observers att
@tL would find VL'1 (VM'0).

There is another, less frequently discussed ‘‘coin
dence,’’ which also calls for an explanation. Observationa
the epoch of structure formation, when giant galaxies w
0556-2821/99/61~2!/023503~9!/$15.00 61 0235
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assembled, is atz;123, or tG;t0/32t0/8. For the value of
L suggested by observations, this is within one order
magnitude oftL :

tG;tL . ~2!

It is not clear why these seemingly unrelated times should
comparable. We could have, for example,tG!tL .

In the present work, we explore whether the above ‘‘c
incidences’’ @Eqs. ~1! and ~2!# could be due to anthropic
selection effects. The approach that we use is one in whic
is assumed that some of the constants of nature are act
random variables, whose range anda priori probabilities are
nevertheless determined by the laws of physics. Under
assumption, some values which are allowed in princip
may be incompatible with the very existence of observe
Hence, such values of the constants cannot be measured
values in the observable range will be measured by civili
tions in different parts of the universe, and we can define
probability dP5P(x)dx1 . . . dxn for variablesxa to be in
the intervalsdxa as being proportional to the number o
civilizations that will measurexa in those intervals. Follow-
ing Ref. @4#, we shall use the ‘‘principle of mediocrity,’’
which assumes that we are ‘‘typical’’ observers. Namely,
can expect to observe the most probable values ofxa .

An immediate objection to this approach is that we a
ignorant about the origin of life, let alone intelligence, a
therefore the number of civilizations cannot be calculat
However, the approach can still be used to find the proba
ity distribution for parameters which do not affect the phy
cal processes involved in the evolution of life. The cosm
logical constantL and the amplitude of density fluctuation
at horizon crossingQ are examples of such parameters. If t
©1999 The American Physical Society03-1
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parametersxa belong to this category, then the probabili
for a carbon-based civilization to evolve on a suitable pla
is independent ofxa , and instead of the number of civiliza
tions we can use the number of habitable planets or, a
rough approximation, the number of suitable galaxies.
can then write

P~x!dnx}dN, ~3!

wheredN is the number of galaxies that are formed in r
gions wherexa take values in the intervalsdxa .

The problem of calculating the probability distributio
dP(x) can be split into two parts. The number of galaxi
dN(x) in Eq. ~3! is proportional to the volume of the co
moving regions wherexa take specified values and to th
density of galaxies in those regions. The volumes and
densities can be evaluated at any time. Their product sh
be independent of the choice of this reference time, as l
as we include both galaxies that formed in the past and th
that are going to be formed in the future. For some purpo
it is convenient to evaluate the volumes and the densitie
the time of recombination,t rec . We can then write

dP~x!5n~x!dP* ~x!. ~4!

Here,dP* (x)5P* (x)dnx is proportional to the volume o
those parts of the universe wherexa take values in the inter
vals dxa , andn(x) is the average number of galaxies th
form per unit volume with cosmological parameters specifi
by the values ofxa . dP* (x) is an a priori probability
distribution1 which should be determined from the theory
initial conditions~e.g., from an inflationary model!. On the
other hand, the calculation ofn(x) is a standard astrophys
cal problem, unrelated to the calculation of the volume fac
dP* (x).

The principle of mediocrity~which is closely related to
the ‘‘Copernican principle’’! has been applied to determin
the likely values of the cosmological constant@4–7#, of the
density parameterV @8,9#, and of the density fluctuations a
horizon crossingQ @10#. A very similar approach was use
by Carter @11#, Leslie @12# and Gott @13# to estimate the
expected lifetime of our civilization. Gott also applied it
estimate the lifetimes of various political and econom
structures, including the journal ‘‘Nature’’ where his article
was published. Related ideas have also been discusse
Linde et al. @14# and by Albrecht@15#.

Spatial variation of the ‘‘constants’’ can naturally arise
the framework of inflationary cosmology@16#. The dynamics
of light scalar fields during inflation are strongly influenc
by quantum fluctuations, causing different regions of the u
verse to thermalize with different values of the fields. F
example, what we perceive as a cosmological constant c
be a potentialU(f) of some fieldf(x). If this potential is
very flat, so that the evolution off is much slower than the
Hubble expansion, then observations will not distinguish

1We use the terma priori in the sense that this distribution i
independent of the existence of observers.
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tweenU(f) and a true cosmological constant. Observers
different parts of the universe would then measure differ
values ofU(f). Quite similarly, the potential of the inflaton
field F that drives inflation can depend on a slowly varyin
field f. In this case, regions of the universe thermalizi
with different values off will be characterized by differen
amplitudes of the cosmological density fluctuations. E
amples of models of this sort have been given in Re
@9,17#.

The application of the principle of mediocrity in our cas
will require comparing the expected numbers of civilizatio
in parts of the universe with different values ofL and Q,
which will be treated as random variables. In fact, for o
purposes, it will be convenient to deal with an addition
random variable,tG . This is because one of the questions w
are addressing is the coincidence~2!, and galaxy formation
can itself be modeled as a random process which takes p
over a range of times for givenQ andL. Instead ofQ, it will
be more convenient to use the density contrast on the ga
tic scale at the time of recombination,s rec . Throughout the
paper we assume that the universe is flat,VL1VM51.

The paper is organized as follows. We shall first consi
the situation in which only the cosmological constant is
lowed to vary, with all other parameters being fixed. In S
II we will show that the most likely values ofL and tG in
this case are such thattL;tG . In Sec. III we shall argue tha
the most likely epoch for the existence of intelligent obse
ers ist0;tG . This completes the argument that coincidenc
~1! and~2! are indeed to be expected in this class of mode
In Sec. IV we discuss models where bothL and s rec are
variable and outline the calculation of the probability dist
bution for tL and tG . In our analysis of these models we g
beyond the issue of the cosmic time coincidence and disc
the values oftL and of the density contrasts rec detected by
typical observers. Our conclusions are summarized in S
V.

II. WHY IS tL;tG?

In this and the following section we assume that the c
mological constantL is the only variable parameter. Wein
berg@18# was the first to point out that not all values ofL are
consistent with the existence of conscious observers. I
spatially flat universe with a cosmological constant, gravi
tional clustering effectively stops at a redshift (11zL)
;(rL /rM0)1/3, whenrL becomes comparable to the matt
density rM . ~Here, rM0 is the present matter density.! At
later times, the vacuum energy dominates and the univ
enters a de Sitter stage of exponential expansion. An
thropic bound onrL can be obtained by requiring that it doe
not dominate before the redshiftzmax when the earliest gal-
axies are formed,

rL&~11zmax!
3rM0 . ~5!

Weinberg tookzmax;4, which givesrL&100rM0 .
One expects that thea priori probability distribution

P* (rL) should vary on some characteristic particle phys
scale,DrL;h4. The energy scaleh could be the Planck
3-2
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scale hpl;1019 GeV, the grand unification scalehGUT
;1016 GeV, or the electroweak scalehEW;102 GeV. For
any reasonable choices ofh and zmax, DrL exceeds the
anthropically allowed range ofrL by many orders of mag
nitude. We can therefore set

P* ~rL!5const ~6!

in the range of interest@18#. With this flat distribution, a
value of rL picked randomly from an intervalurLu&rL

m is
likely to be comparable torL

m ~the probability of picking a
much smaller value is small!. In this sense, the flat distribu
tion ~6! favors larger values ofrL .

The anthropic bound~5! specifies the value ofrL which
makes galaxy formation barely possible. However, the p
ciple of mediocrity suggests that we are most likely to o
serve not these marginal values, but rather the ones
maximize the number of galaxies. This suggests thatL
domination should not occur before a substantial fraction
matter has collapsed into galaxies. The largest values oL
consistent with this requirement are such thattL;tG .
Hence, the coincidence~2! is to be expected if we are typica
observers@19#.

Let us now try to make this more quantitative. It will b
convenient to introduce a variable

x5
VL

VM
5sinh2S t

tL
D , ~7!

where for convenience, we have definedtL as the time at
which VL5sinh2(1)VM'1.38VM . At the time of recombi-
nation, for values ofrL within the anthropic range,xrec
'rL /r rec!1, where the matter density at recombinatio
r rec , is independent ofL. We can, therefore, express th
probability distribution forrL as a distribution forxrec ,

dP~xrec!}n~xrec!dxrec , ~8!

where n(xrec) is the number of galaxies formed per un
volume in regions with a given value ofxrec . The calcula-
tion of the distribution~8! was discussed in detail by Marte
et al. @6#. A simplified version of their analysis is given i
the Appendix.

Galaxies form at the time when the density contr
~evolved according to the linear theory! exceeds a certain
critical valueDc(x). For small values ofx, when the cosmo-
logical constant is negligible, we haveDc(x)'1.69 as in the
Einstein–de Sitter model. However, it is known thatDc is
slightly dependent onx, with Dc(`)'1.63. Thus,Dc varies
by no more than 4% in the whole relevant range, and in w
follows we shall ignore itsx dependence. The number o
galaxies wich have assembled up to a given timet for a
given value of the cosmological constant~that is, up to a
given x for a given value ofxrec) can thus be estimated a
@20#

n~x,xrec!5erfcS Dc

A2s recG~x,xrec!
D . ~9!
02350
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The factorG(x,xrec)5xrec
21/3F(x), where

F5
5

6 S 11x

x D 1/2E
0

x dv

v1/6~11v!3/2
, ~10!

accounts for the growth of the dispersion in the density c
trasts on the galactic scale from its values rec at the time of
recombination until timet(x). For small x we have F
'x1/3, and perturbations grow as in the Einstein–de Sit
model. However, at largex the growth of perturbations is
stalled and we haveF(`)5(5/6)b(2/3,5/6)'1.44. The
number of galaxies that will assemble in a given interval ox
will thus be given by

dn~x,xrec!}expF2
1

2 S Dc

F~x!

xrec
1/3

s rec
D 2G F8~x!

F2~x!

xrec
1/3

s rec
dx.

~11!

Multiplying by a flat a priori distribution forxrec , we have

dP~x,xrec!}dn~x,xrec!dxrec . ~12!

The probability for an observer to live in a galaxy th
formed in a given logarithmic interval oftG /tL can now be
obtained by integrating Eq.~12! with respect toxrec while
keepingx fixed. The result is

dP~ tG /tL!}s rec
3 F2F8

dx

d ln~ tG /tL!
d ln~ tG /tL!. ~13!

This distribution is shown in Fig. 1~curvea). It has a broad
peak which almost vanishes outside of the range
&(tG /tL)&10. The maximum of the distribution is a
tG /tL'1.7 and the median value is attG /tL'1.5. Thus,
most observers will find that their galaxies formed att
;tL , and therefore the coincidence

tG;tL ~14!

FIG. 1. The probability density per unit logarithmic interval o
tG /tL , Eq. ~13!, is shown~curve a!. The maximum is attG /tL

'1.7 whereas the median value is attG /tL'1.5. The same distri-
bution taking into account the cooling boundarytcb discussed in
Sec. IV is also plotted~curve b!. The parameters have been chos
so thattcb50.5 ts @see Eq.~32!#.
3-3
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is explained.
It is also of some interest to consider the distribution~12!

without performing any integrations. By changing from t
variablesx andxrec to the variablestG and tL we have

dP}s rec
3 expF2

~ ts /tL!4/3

2F2 G
3

F8~x!

F2~x! S ts

tL
D 8/3S tG

tL
D sinhS 2tG

tL
Dd ln tGd ln tL ,

~15!

wherex5x(tG /tL) and

ts[~Dc /s rec!
3/2t rec ~16!

is the time at which the density contrast on galactic sca
would reach the critical valueDc in an Einstein–de Sitte
model. Here we are not allowing for variations ofs rec , and
therefore this time is just a constant. The probability dens
~15! per unit area in the (logtG ,log tL) plane is plotted in Fig.
2. Note that the peak is in the region wheretG;tL;ts .
Different projections of this plot are useful. If we integra
along the vertical axis, then we obtain the probability dis
bution for the time whenL dominates, which is equivalent t
Eq. ~8!, whereas if we integrate diagonally along (tG /tL)
5const lines, we obtain Eq.~13!.

III. WHY NOW?

As we noted in the Introduction, one of the most puzzli
aspects of the value ofVL is related to the fact that th
coincidencet0;tL appears to be implying that we live in
special time. A similar problem exists even if a quintesse
component@21# is assumed~see Sec. V!. As we have shown
in Sec. II, the epoch when giant galaxies are assembled,tG ,
is expected to roughly coincide with the epoch of cosmolo
cal constant dominance,tL . Therefore, if we could explain

FIG. 2. The joint probability density~15! per unit area in the
plane log (tL /ts) ~horizontal axis! log(tG /ts) ~vertical axis!, wherets

is defined in Eq.~16!.
02350
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why t0;tG , the puzzle of the cosmic age coincidence wou
be resolved.

Most of carbon-based life may be expected to have
peared~at least initially! in the universe around the peak
the universal carbon production rate, attcarbon. The main
contributors to carbon in the interstellar medium are stars
the mass range 1 – 2 M( , through carbon stars and plan
etary nebulas@22#. Consequently, detailed simulations@23#
show that the peak in the cosmic carbon production rat
delayed only by less than a billion years compared to
peak in the cosmic star formation rate,tSFR, namely,

tcarbon;tSFR. ~17!

The appearance of intelligent life is further delayed by
more than a fraction of the main sequence lifetime of star
the spectral range mid-F to mid-K~5–20 Gyr;@23,24#!. Fol-
lowing the main sequence, the expansion and increas
luminosity of stars spells the end of the possible existenc
a biosphere on planets. Only stars in the above spectral ra
are expected to have continuously habitable zones aro
them~namely, ensuring the presence of liquid water and
absence of catastrophic cooling by CO2 clouds on planetary
surfaces;@26#!. Planets around M stars are expected to
synchronously rotating~due to tidal locking!, which could
result in permanent freezing of water. In addition, late
stars exhibit very significant flare activity. Thus we have

t IL;tcarbon;tSFR. ~18!

The ‘‘present time’’t0 can be defined as the time when
civilization evolves to the point where it is capable of me
suring the cosmological constant and becomes aware of
coincidence~1! @27#. The experience of our own civilization
suggests that, on a cosmological time scale, this time is
much different fromt IL ,

t0't IL . ~19!

Carter@11# and others@12,13# used the principle of medi-
ocrity to argue that the lifetime of our civilization is unlikel
to be much longer than the time it has already existed, tha
;104 yr. If we are typical, then this should be the charact
istic lifetime of a civilization. This would imply that Eq.~19!
is valid even ift0 is understood as the time when any ast
nomical observations can be made. Carter’s argument
some force, but it is based on a single data point, and
may be reluctant to accept it, considering in particular
pessimistic implications. We note, however, that with o
definition of t0 , Eq. ~19! is likely to be valid regardless o
the validity of Carter’s argument~that is, even if civilizations
are likely to survive much longer thant IL). Combining Eqs.
~19! with ~18!, we have that for a typical civilization

t0;tSFR. ~20!

Finally, models of galaxy formation in hierarchical clu
tering theories propose that Lyman-break galaxies~at z;3)
are the first objects of galactic size which experience vig
ous star formation@28#. These objects therefore signal th
onset of the epoch of galaxy formation, with cosmic s
3-4
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formation and galaxy formation being closely linked. In fa
the mergers and collisions of ‘‘sub-galactic’’ objects to pr
duce galactic-size structures, are responsible for the
hanced star formation. In hierarchical models, therefore,

tG;tSFR. ~21!

The above relation is also supported by observations
the star formation history, showing that the star format
rate rises from the present to aboutz;1, with a broad peak
~of roughly constant star formation rate! in the redshift range
z;123 @29#. This corresponds roughly totSFR;t0/3
2t0/8, in agreement with Eq.~21!. In fact, probably more
than 80% of the stars have already formed (Vgas/Vstars
;0.18 @30#!.

Combining Eqs.~14!,~20!,~21! above we obtain the de
sired relation

t0;tG;tL . ~22!

IV. MODELS WITH VARIABLE L AND s rec

In the previous discussion we have assumed a fixed v
of the density contrast at recombinations rec ~or equiva-
lently, a fixed value ofQ). This determines the paramet
ts[(Dc /s rec)

3/2t rec appearing in the distribution~15! and,
therefore, as it is clear from Fig. 2, the most probable time
which the cosmological constant will dominatetL;ts @6#.

If s rec is itself treated as a random variable, witha priori
distribution P* (s rec)d ln srec then the most probable valu
of tL will, of course, have some dependence onP* . How-
ever, as we shall argue, this dependence is not too st
provided thatP* satisfies some qualitative requirements,
which case the most probable values oftL ands rec are ac-
tually determined by the fundamental constants involved
the cooling processes which take place in collapsing
clouds.

A. The cooling boundary

So far, we have assumed that all the galactic-size obj
collapsing at any time form luminous galaxies. Howev
galaxies forming at later times will have a lower density a
shallower potential wells. They are thus vulnerable to los
all their gas due to supernova explosions@10#. Moreover, a
collapsing cloud fragments into stars only if the cooling tim
scale of the cloudtcool is smaller than the collapse time sca
tgrav . Otherwise, the cloud stabilizes into a pressure s
ported configuration@31,10#. The cooling rate of such pres
sure supported clouds is exceedingly low, and it is poss
that star formation in the relevant mass range will be s
pressed in these clouds even when they eventually c
Hence, it is conceivable that galaxies that fail to cool dur
the initial collapse give a negligible contribution ton. Frag-
mentation of a cloud into stars will be suppressed afte
certain critical time which we shall refer to as the ‘‘coolin
boundary’’ tcb @10#.

To determinetcb , let us first consider the case of a matt
dominated universe~not necessarily flat! without a cosmo-
logical constant. An overdensity which is destined to c
02350
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lapse can be described in the spherical model as a part
closed Friedmann-Robertson-Walker universe. The size
this spherical region at the time of recombination is such t
it basically contains the mass of a galaxy. The virializati
temperature and the density after virialization will be qu
independent of what happens outside the region, depen
only on its gravitational energy at the timetv ir when it col-
lapses. The virial velocity will then be given byvv ir

;(GMg /L)1/2, whereL is the size of the collapsing object a
tv ir . The density of the virialized collapsing cloudrv ir is
given by @10,32#

rv ir ;102~Gtv ir
2 !21. ~23!

The virialization temperature can be estimated asTv ir

;mpvv ir
2 ;mp(G3rv ir Mg

2)1/3. Here mp is the proton mass
The later an object collapses, the colder and more dilut
would be.

If there is a cosmological constant, then these estima
still hold to good approximation. Indeed, a spherical reg
will only collapse if its intrinsic ‘‘curvature’’ term is always
dominant with respect to the cosmological constant te
The ‘‘potential’’ energy at the time of collapse and the pro
erties of the virialized cloud will basically remain unaltere
In principle, a spherical region with a cosmological consta
could enter a ‘‘quasistatic’’ phase where the gravitation
pull is nearly balanced by the repulsion due to the cosm
logical constant. After a long period of time, this regio
might finally collapse and virialize to a large enough te
perature. However, since the quasistatic phase is unstabl
shall disregard this marginal possibility.

The cooling ratetcool
21 of a gas cloud of fixed mass de

pends only on its density and temperature, but as sho
above both of these quantities are determined bytv ir @33#.
The time scale needed for gravitational collapse istgrav
;tv ir . Therefore, the conditiontcool,tgrav gives an upper
bound tcb on the time at which collapse occurs. Variou
cooling processes such as Bremsstrahlung and line coolin
neutral hydrogen and helium were considered in Ref.@10#.
For a cloud of massMg'1012M ( , cooling turns out to be
efficient @34# for

t,tcb'331010 yr. ~24!

In any case, this value oftcb should be taken only as indica
tive, since the present status of the theory of star forma
does not allow for very precise estimates.

B. Likely values of tL

Let us now consider the probability distribution for th
three independent variablesx, xrec , ands rec . This will be
proportional to the number of galaxies forming at a tim
characterized byx in a region with given values ofs rec and
xrec ,
3-5
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dP~x,xrec ,s rec!}P* ~s rec!expF2
1

2 S Dc

F

xrec
1/3

s rec
D 2G

3
F8

F2

xrec
1/3

s rec
dx dxrec d ln s rec . ~25!

Let us assume for simplicity a power-lawa priori distribu-
tion,

P* ~s rec!}s rec
2a , ~26!

wherea is a constant. Then we can immediately integr
over s rec and obtain

dP~x,xrec!}xrec
2a/3Fa21F8 dx dxrec . ~27!

Now we can integrate with respect to the ‘‘time’’x at which
galaxies assemble, from the time of recombinationxrec to the
cooling boundary

xcb5sinh2~ tcb /tL!. ~28!

The integral is simply the difference inFa between the two
boundaries in the integration range, and we shall neglect
contribution atxrec . Finally, usingtL5t recxrec

21/2 we obtain a
probability distribution fortL

dP~ tL!}Fa
„sinh2~ tcb /tL!…tL

~2a/3!22d ln~ tL /tcb!. ~29!

Thus, the most probable value oftL is determined bytcb and
a.

In Fig. 3, this distribution is plotted for different values o
a ranging from 4 to 15. In all these cases we have

tL;tcb . ~30!

The behavior of the distribution is different fora<3. Note
thatF(y)}y1/3 for smally, whereasF saturates at a constan
value for largey. This means that ifa,3, the distribution
~29! would favor very small values oftL . The reason is tha
for a smalla thea priori distribution is not too suppressed
larges rec , and it pays to increases rec in order to obtain a
large number of collapsed objects very soon after recom
nation. Therefore the time ofL domination can be very shor
without interfering with galaxy formation. Of course, th
would result in an overwhelming majority of the galaxies

FIG. 3. The probability density per unit logarithmic interval
tL /tcb , Eq. ~29!, for different values of the parametera (a
54, 5, 10, and 15).
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regions which do not look anything like ours. On the oth
hand, if a.3, small values ofs rec are preferred. However
the value ofs rec should at least be large enough for gala
formation to occur marginally before the cooling bounda
tcb . Therefore, if the cosmological constant is not to inte
fere with galaxy formation, the result~30! is expected. More
generally, we expect the relation~30! to be valid if thea
priori distribution increases faster thans rec

23 at smalls rec .
With tcb from Eq.~24! and thetL suggested by observation
the relation~30! is indeed satisfied.

C. Likely values of s rec

A probability distribution for s rec can be obtained by
integrating Eq.~25! first over xrec over the relevant range
sinh(xrec

1/2tcb /t rec).x1/2, and then overx. The result can be
expressed as

dP~b!}b2(a23)/3G~b!d ln b, ~31!

where we have introduced thes rec dependent parameter

b5
ts

tcb
5S Dc

s rec
D 3/2t rec

tcb
~32!

and the function

G~b!5E
0

`

expF2
1

2F2 S bt

tL
D 4/3GF8FF21

1

2 S bt

tL
D 4/3Gdx.

~33!

The functionG(b) is plotted in Fig. 4~thick solid line!. It
stays constant forb,1 ~towards larges rec) and it drops to
zero aroundb'10. For largerb it falls off as b4/3exp
(2b4/3/2). This function is multiplied in Eq.~31! by the
factor s rec

32a , which depends on thea priori distribution for
s rec . If this factor is a decreasing function ofs rec ~i.e., a
.3) then Eq.~31! peaks between 1,b&10. This is illus-
trated in Fig. 4~thin curves! for a54 and 5. From the defi-
nition of b we have

s rec5
Dc

~11zrec!
S 2

3bH0tcbAVM
D 2/3

'1.131023b22/3.

~34!

FIG. 4. The probability density per unit logarithmic interval o
b}s rec

23/2, Eq. ~31!, for a54 and 5. The functionG(b) is repre-
sented by a thick solid line.
3-6
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Here, we have used the relationHx1/252/(3tLAVM), where
all quantities~including the matter density parameterVM)
are evaluated at the present time, and for our numerica
timate we have takenzrec51000, tcb5331010 yr, H0

5100h km s21 Mpc21, with h50.7, andVM50.3. Forb
;1, as suggested by the distribution~31!, we have that the
most likely values ofs rec are of the order of 1023. This is
close to the observationally suggested valuess rec5(3.3
22.4)1023 @6#.

Anthropic bounds on the density contrast have been
cently discussed by Tegmark and Rees@10#. Instead ofs rec ,
they used the amplitude of the density fluctuations at hori
crossing, Q; the relation between the two is roughlyQ
;1022s rec . They imposed a lower bound onQ by requiring
that galaxies form prior to the ‘‘cooling boundary,’’ts

&tcb . This givesQ*1026. To obtain an upper bound, it ha
been argued@35,10# that for large values ofQ galaxies would
be too dense and frequent stellar encounters would dis
planetary orbits. To estimate the rate of encounters, the r
tive stellar velocity was taken to be the virial velocityvv ir
;200 km s21, resulting in a boundQ&1024. However,
Silk @36# has pointed out that the local velocity dispersion
stars in our galaxy is an order of magnitude smaller th
vv ir . This givesQ&1023, which is a rather weak constrain
This issue does not arise in the approach we take in
present paper, since in our case large values ofQ are sup-
pressed by thea priori distributionP* (s rec).

D. The time coincidence

Finally, we should check that the introduction of a cooli
boundary does not spoil the coincidencetG;tL . In fact, this
seems rather clear from Fig. 2. Introducing the cool
boundary basically amounts to disregarding the probab
density above a certain horizontal linetG5tcb . The prob-
ability distribution for tG /tL below the horizontal line is
somewhat different from that in the whole plane, but clea
it still peaks aroundtG;tL . To quantify this effect, we have
integrated Eq.~12! with respect toxrec over the range
sinh(xrec

1/2tcb /t rec).x1/2. The resulting distribution forx is
proportional to the integrand in the right-hand side of E
~33!. For b52, this probability density is shown in Fig.
~curve b!. The peak is only slightly shifted towards small
values oftG /tL .

Cooling failure is not the only mechanism that can
principle inhibit the number of civilizations at lows rec . It is
possible, for example, that the stellar initial mass funct
~IMF! depends on the protogalactic densityrv ir , so that the
number of carbon forming stars drops rapidly towards v
low values ofrv ir . If the a priori distributionP* (s rec) is a
decreasing function ofs rec , this can result in a peaked dis
tribution dP/d ln tL . Quite similarly, if the number of rel-
evant stars grows towards smallerrv ir , a peaked distribution
is obtained for an increasing functionP* (s rec). Our present
understanding of star formation is insufficient to determ
the dependence of the IMF onrv ir , but once it is under-
stood, the probability distribution fortL can be calculated a
outlined above@37#.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we suggested a possible explanation for
near coincidence of the three cosmological time scales:
time of galaxy formationtG , the time when the cosmologica
constant starts to dominate the energy density of the univ
tL , and the present age of the universet0 . Since this coin-
cidence involves specifically the time of our existence
observers, it lends itself most naturally to the considerat
of anthropic selection effects.

We considered a model in which the cosmological co
stant is a random variable with a flata priori probability
distribution. We showed that a typical galaxy in this mod
forms at a timetG;tL . We further demonstrated that a typ
cal civilization should determine the value of the cosmolo
cal constant att0;tG . Thus we should not be surprised
find ourselves discussing the cosmic time coincidence.

We also considered a model in which both the cosmolo
cal constantL and the density contrasts rec are random vari-
ables. The galaxy formation in this case is spread ove
much wider time interval, and we had to account for the f
that the cooling of protogalactic clouds collapsing at ve
late times is too slow to allow for efficient fragmentation a
star formation. We, therefore, disregarded all galax
formed after the ‘‘cooling boundary’’ timetcb . We assumed
that thea priori distribution fors rec is a decreasing powe
law }s rec

2a . We found that fora.3 a typical observer de
tects s rec;102321024, close to the values inferred from
observations. Such observers are likely to find themse
living at t0;tL in a galaxy formed attG;tL in a region of
the universe wheretL;tcb , also close to the observationall
suggested value. On the other hand, fora,3 the typical
observer would see a universe very different from ours, w
structure forming very soon after recombination. This m
be used to constrain inflationary models~or any alternative
theory of initial conditions!.

Our model with variableL and s rec can be developed
further in several directions. Instead of taking a flat distrib
tion for rL and a power-law distribution fors rec , one could
use the methods of Refs.@17,38# to calculate thea priori
distributions for these variables in the framework of som
inflationary model. One could also use a more refined mo
of structure formation and improve on our treatment of co
ing failure, replacing the sharp cutoff att5tcb with a more
realistic model. We believe, however, that even in t
present, simplified form our model indicates that an a
thropic selection forL ands rec is a viable possibility.

Finally, we should note that the coincidence in the tim
scales requires an explanation even in models involvin
quintessence component@21#. In models of quintessence th
universe at late times is dominated by a scalar fieldf,
slowly evolving down its potentialV(f). It has been argued
~by Zlatev et al. @39#! that such models do not suffer from
the cosmic time coincidence problem, because the timetf of
f domination is not sensitive to the initial conditions. Th
time, however, does depend on the details of the poten
V(f), and observers should be surprised to find themse
living at the epoch when quintessence is about to domin
More satisfactory would be a model in which the potent
3-7
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depends on two fields, sayf andx, with x slowly varying in
space, making the time off-domination position dependen
Such models are not difficult to construct in the context
inflationary cosmology. One could then apply the princip
of mediocrity to determine the most likely value oftf .
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Note add in proof.After this paper was submitted, a
independent discussion of the time coincidencet0;tL has
been given by Bludman@43#.

APPENDIX: THE PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FOR L

In this appendix we briefly discuss the probability dist
bution for the cosmological constant, giving a simplified ve
sion of the calculation presented in@6#.

In a universe where the cosmological constant is n
vanishing, a primordial overdensity will eventually collap
provided that its value at the time of recombination exce
a certain critical valuedc

rec . In the spherical collapse mode
this is estimated asdc

rec51.13xrec
1/3 ~see e.g.@40#!. Hence, the

fraction of matter that eventually clusters in galaxies can
roughly approximated as@20,40#:

n~xrec!'erfcS dc
rec

A2s rec~Mg!
D 'erfcS 0.80xrec

1/3

s rec~Mg!
D .

~A1!

Here, erfc is the complementary error function ands rec(Mg)
is the dispersion in the density contrast at the time of reco
bination on the relevant galactic mass scaleMg;1012M ( .
The logarithmic distributiondP/d ln xrec5xrecn(xrec) is plot-
ted in Fig. 5. It has a rather broad peak which spans
orders of magnitude inxrec , with a maximum at

xrec
peak'2.45 s rec

3 . ~A2!

In accordance with the principle of mediocrity, we shou
expect to measure a value of the cosmological cons
within this broad peak of the distribution. And indeed, th
E
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may actually be the case. The distribution~A1! is character-
ized by the parameters rec . As noted by Martelet al. @6#,
this parameter can be inferred from observations of the c
mic microwave background anisotropies, although its va
depends on the assumed value of the cosmological con
today. For instance, assuming that the present cosmolog
constant isVL,050.8, and the relevant galactic co-movin
scale is in the rangeR5(1 – 2) Mpc, Martelet al. found
s rec5(2.321.7)31023. In this estimate, they also assume
a scale invariant spectrum of density perturbations, a va
of 70 km s21 Mpc21 for the present Hubble rate, and the
defined recombination to be at redshiftzrec'1000~this defi-
nition is conventional, since the probability distribution fo
the cosmological constant does not depend on the choic
reference time!. Thus, taking into account thatx scales like
(11z)23 in Eq. ~A2!, one finds that the peak of the distr
bution for the cosmological constant today is atx0

peak

'29.8212. The value corresponding to the assumedVL,0
50.8 isx054, certainly within the broad peak of the distr
bution and not far from its maximum. If instead we assum
that the measured value isVL,050.7, which corresponds to
x052.33, the new inferred values fors rec correspond to the
peak valuex0

peak'(88234). In this case, the measured val
would be at the outskirts of the broad peak, where the lo
rithmic probability density is about an order of magnitu
smaller than at the peak, but still significant. Thus, ev
though there may be uncertainties in the inferred value
s rec on the relevant scales, it seems fair to say that a
observed value ofVL,0*0.7 is in good agreement with th
principle of mediocrity.

FIG. 5. The probability density per unit logarithmic interval o
xrecs rec
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